
Head to our website to learn more about how your 
business can benefit from our C-Code Method.

CostSmart’s Services:

Our C-Code Method
Are internal cost pressures restricting your purchasing power? In almost all cases, purchasing x 1000 
products, rather than x 100, significantly reduces the unit cost. Sometimes it can provide more than a 
70% saving.

At CostSmart we have developed a unique service offering for our clients called “C-Code Products” to 
ensure costs are at a minimum and products are readily available for when you need them. If internal 
budgets are restricting purchasing power, we will make the bulk purchase on your behalf, store your 
products and distribute them as needed. We will only invoice for the goods as the business unit requires 
them.

Through bulk purchasing, we can acquire products significantly cheaper, which allows you to have 
your stock stored and distributed when you require it. CostSmart house the products indefinitely as 
“C-Code Products” and make them available for you to draw upon in your own customised eStore. 
Ultimately, this results in lower per-unit cost and immediate access to inventory without affecting your 
internal budget. 

This model has helped us ensure that our products 
are in stock when we need them and to allocate costs 
correctly across our National business units.
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Our C-Code 
Method

We combine purchasing volumes 
to achieve greater supply chain 
efficiencies which gives you the 
ability to order small quantities at 
lower costs.

Save time and cut costs in 
procurement, administration 
and warehousing by allowing us 
to source, procure, store and 
distribute your collateral.

Purchasing higher volumes of 
products can sometimes provide 
more than a 70% saving.

Our customisable eStore 
Solution allows you to draw 
on stock 24/7 and offers live 
inventory information.

We help with your cash flow and cost allocation accuracy.
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